
Peer Feedback Guide

Writer: Reviewer(s):

To be completed by the writer:

Goals I have for my writing/Feedback I am looking forward to:

To be completed by the reviewer(s):

Compliments Some things that I like are…

Questions Can you tell me more about…

Suggestions I would change…

To be completed by the writer:

After receiving feedback, I am going to…



Written and Verbal Feedback Suggestions

Compliments

I like your introduction because…

I like your use of the word(s) _______

because…

Your main idea/argument is clearly presented

throughout, for example…

You used great evidence and examples like…

You included powerful language like…

I like the way you described/explained…

I like your sentence variety, for example…

Your punctuation, capitalization, and spelling

is excellent.

I was impressed by your use of literary

devices like…

You used good transition words like…

My favorite part of your story/essay is…

I was interested when you said…

The way you developed your ideas was great

because…

Your use of dialogue is excellent, for

example…

Questions

What do you mean when you say…?

Did you consider…?

Could you add a more engaging first sentence?

Did you include…(missing requirement)?

Could you rephrase this sentence to make it

more clear?

Have you thought about adding…?

Could you include more vivid verbs?

Should you replace any overused words like…?

Would a transition word improve your

organization here…?

Is this the best evidence/example for…?

What does this literary device mean?

Could a more precise word be used here?

Would a different format/structure better

organize this section?

Could you combine any of these short

sentences…?

Should you remove…?

Is this sentence punctuated correctly?

Suggestions

One thing that may improve your essay is…

I suggest adding…

You may consider removing…

Your introduction could be more engaging if…

You could improve your organization by…

A more precise word here could be…

The correct punctuation here would be…

This evidence/example would be better if…

Do not forget to include…(missing requirement)

Remember not to use a second person point of

view.

Something that may make your story/essay

more interesting/convincing is…

Your narration could be more consistent if…

Your conclusion could be more effective if..

You should correct this citation…

Adding this transition word could help your

organization…

This literary device could be even better if…

This punctuation/spelling is incorrect. The

correct spelling/punctuation would be…

Remember to stay in the same verb tense by

changing this verb…


